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Abstract— In this paper, we explore the use of partially
overlapped channels in wireless mesh networks that consist of
multiple 802.11-based access points. We propose novel channel
allocation and link scheduling algorithms in the MAC layer to
enhance network performance. Due to different traffic characteristics in multi-hop WMNs compared to those in one-hop 802.11
networks, we perform our optimization based on end-to-end flow
requirement, instead of the sum of link capacity. In addition,
we discuss other factors affecting the performance of P OC,
including topology, node density, and distribution.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, wireless mesh networks (WMNs) have become an increasingly popular option for providing ubiquitous
network access to users [2]. Currently, the most common
WMNs are infrastructure-based multi-hop wireless networks,
consisting of mesh routers and client nodes. Such backhaul
network architecture is reliable, scalable, and easy to deploy.
However, the capacity in WMNs is limited. Currently in
802.11-based WMNS, two nodes can only communicate when
they are on fully-overlapped channels (F OC), i.e. the same
channel. The number of simultaneous transmissions is limited
by interference, and the system capacity degrades due to the
multi-hop nature of WMNs [7]. Thus, efficient bandwidth utilization is important and recent research focuses on increasing
the capacity of WMNs while maintaining connectivity.
A. Background and Related work
IEEE 802.11 is a widely used radio technology for WMNs.
The most popular variants, 802.11b and 802.11g, operate in
the ISM 2.4 GHz band that has 11 available channels in the
USA, of which three are orthogonal. Since each channel is 22
MHz wide and only 5 MHz separates the center frequencies
of neighboring channels, a signal on one channel will interfere
with several adjacent ones.
Recently, there has been a significant amount of research in
the area of WMNs to enhance system capacity by switching
channels [4], [8], [15], [14] and/or using multiple radios
[3], [1], [6], [13]. In SSCH [4], nodes randomly switch
channels such that the neighboring nodes meet periodically at
a common channel to communicate. Both Multi-NIC [13] and
MUP [1] utilize multiple radios to improve capacity. MultiNIC focuses on channel assignment, but uses a simplified
interference model. MUP advocates unifying multiple radios
and abstracting their use at higher layers. These works only
consider non-overlapping channels.

Recently, there are some studies on the mechanism of
partially overlapped channels (P OC) [9], [10], [11], which
permits sender and receiver, or adjacent sender-receiver pair,
to use partially overlapped channels to communicate. In [9],
[10], Mishra et.al. propose this new idea and measure the
receiving power among different channels. In [11], they further
analyze the improvement of P OC based on CSMA/CA in onehop 802.11 networks, and adopt existing algorithms for P OC
channel allocation.
Compared to their studies based on random access, this
paper considers controlled access and proposes a joint channel
allocation and link scheduling algorithms for POCs in WMN
environment.
B. Contribution
This paper focuses on providing practical solutions for
applying P OC to WMNs. Our main contributions include:
1) Given the topology of a WMN, we propose heuristic
algorithms to allocate multiple channels to the nodes
and schedule the links into different time slots;
2) We consider end-to-end flow requirements in WMN
instead of the sum of link capacities;
3) We discuss other factors influencing the capacity improvement by P OC, such as topology, node density and,
node distribution.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
we discuss the model and formulate the channel allocation
and link scheduling problem. We introduce the concrete
algorithm and solution in Section III. Our simulation results
are provided in Section IV, followed by the conclusion.
II. M ODELING AND F ORMULATION
A. PHY Layer Modeling
In this part, we discuss performance of the point-to-point
P OC transmission. Four major factors dominate point-topoint transmission performance: signal attenuation due to
distance, frequency overlapping, interference from other simultaneous transmissions, and coding. We construct a model
to evaluate the P OC performance given these factors in the
following.
The first factor prevails in all wireless communications. We
adopt the popular scattering model. Let Es and Er be sending

B. MAC Layer Formulation

Fig. 1.
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and receiving power respectively, and let d be the distance
between sender and receiver. Then
Er = k ∗ d−α ∗ Es ,

(1)

where k is a constant related to the gains of sender and receiver
antennas, and α is the scattering parameter.
In the system using P OC, the sender and the receiver
may share partially overlapped channel as shown in Fig. 1.
Let the power density function of the sender be Pr (f ) and
channel response be H(f ). The channel width is 2 T1c , and the
bandwidth shift is ∆F . The actual signal power at the receiver
is
Z 1
Er = k ∗ d−α

Tc

+∆F

− T1c +∆F

Pr (f ) H 2 (f )df.

(2)

The most attractive characteristic of P OC is the possibility
of multiple transmissions at the same time. On the other
hand, one current transmission may suffer interference from
other simultaneous transmissions in addition to the channel
noise. The interference power Ei of each of the simultaneous
transmissions can also be derived from (2), where Pr (f ) and
∆F are from the interfering nodes. We employ the SN R
model and let the channel noise power be N0 , then
SN R =

Er
P
.
N0 + Ei

dij : distance between node i and j
l(i, j) : link l from sender i to receiver j
Tmax : the max number of slots in one cycle
~ = [c1 , c2 , . . . , cM ] : channel allocation vector, where ci
C
is the channe ID used by node i
Y = {ylt }L∗Tmax : link scheduling
matrix, where
½
1 if link l is active in slot t
ylt =
0 otherwise
~ and Y the decision variables.
where C
The link scheduling scheme works periodically. However,
there is an upper bound Tmax for the length of one cycle,
which is also one parameter to embody the tradeoff between
packet delay and system capacity. But Tmax is only the
upper bound for one cycle. After link scheduling, N slots are
occupied:

(3)

From the SN R, we can derive the bit-error-rate PBER according to different modulation schemes.
In current wireless communication, block-coding is the most
popular scheme. Let LenP be the packet length, and m be the
minimally required number of correctly received bits to ensure
successful decoding. The probability of successfully receiving
a packet Psp is
LenP
X µLenP ¶
Psp =
(PBER )LenP −k (1 − PBER )k . (4)
k
k=m

Consequently the link capacity B is:
B = Data ∗ Psp .

In this part, we propose the MAC layer formulation to
optimize the P OC performance using PHY model introduced
in the last section.
Note that CSMA/CA is not suitable for P OC. In
CSMA/CA, a radio hears other traffic on overlapped channel and waits for the channel to clean. However in P OC,
one sender may transmit its packets even through non-clean
(partially overlapped) channels. Therefore, we instead propose
a time-division (TDMA) scheme, where the transmission time
is slotted and links are selected for transmission in different
time slots based on their positions and occupied channels. For
example, if two links are far from each other, or they use
barely overlapped channels, they can be scheduled in the same
slot because the interference is small. So given the physical
positions of nodes in the mesh network, there are two major
decision variables in our MAC algorithm: channel allocation
and link scheduling.
Consider a WMN with M nodes and L links. The notations
are as below:

(5)

where Data is the length of payload data in one packet. We
use this model for performance evaluation in the rest of the
paper.

N=

TX
max
t=1

½
zt

zt =

PL1
1 if l=1
ylt ≥ 1
.
0 otherwise

(6)

In this case, the length of one cycle reduced to N slots instead
of Tmax .
In a multi-hop mesh network, the traffic characteristics are
quite different from single-hop Wireless LAN. Higher sum
link capacity do not always lead to better system throughput.
For example in Fig. 2, even though link 1,2,3 and 5 obtain
high link capacities, the traffic is still blocked due to the
congestions on link 4,6 and 7 since node V is the gateway. In
other words, we should consider different requirements to get
efficient high end-to-end flow throughput in mesh network.
The ideal solution is to allocate resource (bandwidth and
transmission time) to different links exactly proportional to
their requirements. In this case, no valid resource is wasted in
multi-hop WMNs due to some bottleneck links. Therefore we

Fig. 2.

The topology of an example WMN

introduce one more parameter:
~ = [r1 , r2 , . . . , rL ] :
R

link requirement vector, where rl
is capacity requirement by link l

~ is
Our objective is to design the MAC algorithm, where R
determined based on the routing protocol in the network layer.
The problem is formally stated as
citeradunovic04rate):
Objective:
PTmax
1
t=1 Blt ylt
max min
(7)
l=1,2...L N
~
rl
C,Y
S.t.:
∀ i, t

X
l(i,j)

yl(i,j),t +

X

yl(k,i),t ≤ 1

(8)

l(k,i)

where Blt is the capacity of link l at slot t, which can be
calculated from (5).
In this paper, we only consider the single-radio non-switched
channel problem, which adds the constraint (8). Nonetheless
based on our formulation, it is easy to extend to multiple-radio
scenarios, where ci becomes a vector ~ci that contains all
channels node i can utilize. It is also easy to extend to
switched channel scenarios, where ci becomes cit that may
change from time slot to time slot.
III. H EURISTIC A LGORITHMS FOR C HANNEL
A LLOCATION AND L INK S CHEDULING
Given the objective and constraint functions, we need to find
~ and link scheduling
out the proper channel allocation vector C
Y for a given topology. Unfortunately, both problems are NPhard [13]. Hence, we approach this problem by separating the
original problem into two small pieces and finding heuristic
algorithms. We first determine channel allocations and then
find the optimal link scheduling given the channel allocations
determined in the first step.
A. Channel Allocation
~ we adopt the popTo determine channel allocation C,
ular Genetic Algorithm (GA) [5], which provides a good
framework for finding solutions in a large search space. The
algorithm procedure is shown in Algorithm 1.
~ pi with the
Initially we randomly produce parent seeds C
amount of family size F N (line 5). Then we calculate the

Algorithm 1 Channel Allocation Algorithm
1 input:
Distance matrix D = {dij }
~ system capacity f
2 output:
channel allocation C,
3 initial:
for i = 1 : F N {
4
~ pi =random[c1 , c2 , . . . , cM ]i
5
C
~ pi , D);
6
fpi = link scheduling (C
7
}
8
fpmin = min(fpi );
9 loop:
10
while (! termination condition) do {
11
for i = 1 : F N {
~ ci = C
~ pi [1 . . . M/2]∪C
~ p(i+1) [M +1/2 . . . M ];
12
C
13
14
if ∃l(m, n)
~m − C
~ n | = min(0, |C
~m − C
~ n | − 1);
15
|C
ci
ci
ci
ci
16
else
~ n | + 1;
~m − C
~m − C
~ n | = |C
17
|C
ci
ci
ci
ci
~ ci , D);
18
fci = link scheduling (C
19
if (fci < fpmin ) goto line 14;
20
}
21
22
Median = median(fp1 , . . . , fpM , cp1 , . . . , cpM );
23
i ← 1; j ← 1;
24
while (j ≤ F N && i ≤ F N ) {
~ pi = C
~ pj ;
25
if (fpj ≥ M edian){C
~ pj , D); i ← i + 1; }
26
fpi = link scheduling (C
~ pi = C
~ cj ;
27
if (fcj ≥ M edian){C
~
fpi = link scheduling (Ccj , D); i ← i + 1; }
28
29
j ← j + 1;
30
}
31
fpmin = min(fpi );
}
32
33
34
index = argmaxi (fpi );
~ = Cp
~ index ; f = f pindex ;
35
return C

~ pi through
optimal system capacity corresponding to each C
the function link scheduling (line 6), which will be introduced
in Sec. III-B. The minimum capacity of F N channel allocation
vectors is derived as a bound (line 8) for line 19 .
Next, we perform CrossOver and Mutation on these parent
seeds to derive children, and the children act as parents for
the next loop. In the CrossOver step (line 12), we exchange
~ pi and C
~ p(i+1) to construct one new
halves of two parents C
~ ci . In the Mutation step (line 14-18), we randomly
child C
~ ci , which mean the channels used by
choose two items in C
two nodes m and n. If there is a link between node m and n,
we decrease the channel distance between m and n; and vice
verse. If the capacity according to this child is less than the
minimum capacity of parents, we will do the mutation again
~ ci (line 19). In the Selection step (line 22-30), we
to update C
choose the best F N channel vectors out of 2 ∗ F N vectors
~ pi and C
~ ci ). When the termination condition is satisfied,
(C

we return the best system capacity and corresponding channel
allocation vector.(line 35)
The termination condition we chose here is the number
of loops (Loop). Suppose there are P S possible solutions,
and P S = ChM , where Ch is the number of overlapping
channels, and Ch = 11 in 802.11-base network. We start
with F N randomly chosen seeds, and the expectation of the
lowest system capacity of these F N seeds is approximately
the same as the worst system capacity of all P S solutions.
We derive F N children whose system efficiencies are higher
than the lowest value of parents. The best F N solutions out
of these 2 ∗ F N seeds are found at the end of this loop, so
the expectation of the lowest system capacity of the new F N
solutions is greater than P S/2 possible solutions. After Loop
steps, the last F N solutions are among the best P S/2Loop
solutions. Therefore we can determine the value of Loop
specifying how close we need our result to approach the
optimal solution.
This result is derived based on some approximations. We
assume generations (parents/children) are independent. However in GA, the children inherit their properties from their
parents, so they cannot be totally independent. We justify this
by noting that children which perform worse will increase the
inner loops in line 19. So in the beginning, we can choose
F N ∗ ratio seeds (ratio > 1), and find the best F N of
the F N ∗ ratio seeds as the parents for the first loop. Since
children performing worse increases the number of mutations,
this will decrease the dependence between the parents and
children. In Fig. 6 in Sec. IV-B, the simulation result will
show the gap between our result and the optimal solution.
B. Link Scheduling
In this section, we explain the link scheduling function (LS)
to accomplish our algorithm. Even with the channel allocation,
it is still too difficult to schedule all links at once; instead, we
try to schedule links one by one into time slots to achieve high
system throughput.
There are L steps in LS. In each step, one link is scheduled
into some time slots. Therefore note that L1 links must have
been scheduled after step L1 ; meanwhile N1 time slots are
occupied, which is similar to (6). Therefore after step L1 + 1,
the value of objective function becomes,
PN1
1
t=1 Blt ylt
LSL1 = min
.
(9)
l=1,2...L1 N1
rl
In step L1 + 1, we will schedule link L1 + 1 into one or
more slots. There are two possible choices for link L1 + 1.
(Choice A) it may be scheduled into one of the occupied time
slots (1 → N1 ); (Choice B) it can be scheduled into an idle
slot (N1 + 1) as long as N1 + 1 ≤ Tmax .
(Choice A) : Let link L1 + 1 be scheduled into slot k (1 ≤
o
k ≤ N1 ) with constraint (8), and its capacity be B(L
.
1 +1)(k)
~k be the set of links originally scheduled in slot k, then
Let S
~k may decrease due to the interference
capacities of links in S
~k decrease
from link L1 +1. Suppose the capacity of link l ∈ S

o
from Blk to Blk
, then the objective function value of link
L1 + 1 in slot k, becomes:
³
B o +1)(k)
(A,k)
1
,
LSL1 +1 = min LSL1 , N(L
1 ∗rL1 +1
¶
PN1
o
t=1,t6=k Blt ylt +Blk ylk
.
minl∈S~k
N1 ∗rl

(10)
Comparing all possible slots k, the optimal choice for (A) is
³
B o +1)(j)
(A)
1
LSL1 +1 = min LSL1 , N(L
,
1 ∗rL1 +1
¶
PN1
o
Blt ylt +Blj
ylj
,
minl∈S~j t=1,t6=j N1 ∗rl
(11)
(A,k)
where j = arg maxk {LSL1 +1 }.
(Choice B) : Let link L1 + 1 be scheduled into an idle slot
(N1 + 1), and its capacity be B(L1 +1)(k) . Then the objective
function value becomes:
µ
¶
B(L1 +1)(k)
N1
(B)
LSL1 +1 = min
LSL1 ,
.
N1 + 1
(N1 + 1) ∗ rL1 +1
(12)
Based on (11) and (12), the objective function value, if link
L1 + 1 is scheduled in one slot, is
³
´
(A)
(B)
LSL1 +1 = max LSL1 +1 , LSL1 +1 .
(13)
LSL1 +1 is the minimal capacity of these L1 + 1 links.
Therefore in (13), LSL1 +1 may be the capacity of link l(6=
(L1 + 1)), which means that link L1 + 1 obtains enough
resource and it is not the bottleneck of the whole network
anymore. So link L1 + 1 does not have to been scheduled in
other slots, and step L1 + 1 ends.
On the other hand, if LSL1 +1 is the capacity of link
L1 + 1, we should schedule more slots to link L1 + 1 since it
blocks network throughput. Then in addition to slots schedule
to link L1 + 1, we loop the procedure above to schedule
one more slot to link L1 + 1, and derive new LSL1 +1 , and
so on... So LSL1 +1 becomes a function of number of slots
given to link L1 + 1, nL1 +1 . Note that LSL1 +1 (nL1 +1 ) is a
concave function, and the max value is definitely the final
LSL1 +1 . We continue this procedure until all L links have
been scheduled into proper slots.
IV. S IMULATION
In this part, we evaluate our algorithms through simulations.
We also discuss other factors that influence the performance
of P OC.
A. End-to-end Flow Requirements
In this section, we evaluate our end-to-end flow algorithm
with objective function (7). The simulation results shown in
Fig.3 are based on topology of Fig.2, where node 5 is the
gateway to the Internet. We assume that there are equal traffic
flows on the uplink and downlink.
~ In the
We consider two routing protocols to obtain R.
first one (balance-routing), nodes cooperate to distribute traffic

Fig. 3. The improvement of WMN with different link bandwidth requirement

(a) topology1

(c) topology3
Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Performance of POC mechanism in Topologies 1 and 2

Fig. 6.

Performance of POC mechanism in Topologies 3 and 4

(b) topology2

(d) topology4

Four topologies to check the POC performance

evenly through the whole network. In the second one (evenrouting), each node will evenly forward its traffic to all
output links toward the gateway without considering the traffic
balance in the whole network. In Fig. 3, the left two columns
come from balance-routing; while the right two columns are
based on even-routing. We can observe nearly 30% improvement on system throughput. However this improvement is still
not obvious enough since there are only two hops in upand down-streams. When the number hops increases, P OC
can provide more benefit. The reason is that in the F OC
system, the performance metrics of multi-hop transmissions,
such as delay or packet loss, deteriorates quickly. However,
P OC allows multiple links to transmit at the same time, so
the packet delay will be reduced considerably.
B. Effect of Topologies
We evaluate our algorithm by implementing P OC on
four topologies shown in Fig. 4. Here we change our
original objective
PLfunction
PTmaxto maximize the sum capacity,
1
i.e.,(maxC,Y
~
l=1
t=1 Blt ylt ) in order to emphasize
N
the effect of topology on system throughput and link capacity.
We display four histograms in the result pictures (Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6), in order to compare the impacts of link scheduling and
connectivity requirement in mesh networks:
1) F OC : System throughput of F OC mechanism, where
two links can transmit simultaneous only if they are out

of interference range of each other, and link scheduling
is assumed.
2) P OC without LS : System throughput of P OC without
link scheduling
3) P OC : System throughput based on our new objective
4) P OC with connectivity : System throughput
PTmax with netBlt ylt >
work connectivity constraint, where ∀l, t=1
0 (Note: the network connectivity is the primary requirement in mesh network)
Fig. 5 shows that P OC improves system capacity significantly. Especially in the topology of Fig. 4(b), the system
capacity of P OC doubles compared with that of F OC.
Comparing column 2 and 3, we find that in P OC, link
scheduling is very important. Comparison of column 3 and
4 shows that the network connectivity constraint does not
degrade system capacity much.
However the capacity improvement of P OC in Fig. 6 is
limited. Especially in the topology of Fig. 4(c), the capacities
of F OC and P OC are comparable. This is due to bottleneck
nodes (node 4 in topology of Fig. 4(c), and node 1 in topology
of Fig. 4(d)).
The main motivation for employing P OC is that we can
schedule more simultaneous transmissions. However, consider
the example of Fig. 4(d), 12 links are associated with node 1.
If one of those links is transmitting, the other 11 links do not
transmit due to constraint (8). In this case, we cannot reduce
the total number of slots as was the case in topologies of Fig.
4(a) and 4(b). Therefore the influence of P OC is quite limited.
Note that in the result figure for topology of Fig. 4(d), we
replace the fourth histogram with the optimal system capacity,
obtained by searching all feasible solutions. Clearly there is a
gap between the results from GA algorithm and the optimal
result from exhaustive searching. There are 11 overlapped
channels supported in ISM band; in this topology, there are
7 nodes; in the GA algorithm for this topology, 10 loops are

Fig. 7.

The capacities of individual links in topo 1
Fig. 8.

executed. Therefore our solution is approximately among the
best 117 /210 ≈ 104 solutions. So it is not surprising that there
is a gap between our solution and the optimal capacity. In order
to reduce the gap, we can set the number of loops in GA to
Loop(M ), which is a linear function of M (number of nodes
in the network):
Loop(M ) = M ∗ log2 Ch − log2 ρ,

(14)

where ρ is one integer. Then our solution is approximately
among the best ρ solutions.
Based on the results of Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, we see that
P OC works well for “symmetric” topologies where all of
the nodes have similar degrees, but it is comparable to F OC
for “asymmetric” topologies where one or two nodes have
much higher degrees than others. This is due to the fact
that in the symmetric topologies, more potential links can
transmit simultaneously. The performance of P OC should not
be inferior to that of P OC— P OC solution sets include F OC
sets, or F OC can be considered as one special case of P OC.
But the algorithm may not find the optimal P OC solution,
which will be shown in IV-C.
In addition, Fig. 7 shows the capacities of individual links
on topology of Fig. 4(a). We find that the improvement
gained by P OC is not evenly distributed among all links.
The whole system improves at the expense of decreasing the
capacities of some links. The unfair allocation among links
may block multi-hop transmissions in mesh network, so it is
not efficient only to maximize total link capacities. This is the
basic motivation for using end-to-end flow requirements as the
metric in our algorithm.
C. Effect of node density and distribution
In addition to the fixed topologies in the section IV-B, we
evaluate P OC under various randomly generated topologies.
We construct a square area, whose perimeter is 24 times of
the node transmission range, and place M nodes randomly in
this area following a uniform distribution.
The results are shown in Fig. 8 based on the average of
multiple simulations. We find that P OC is more effective for
higher node density. If the nodes are distributed too sparsely,
most of the links can transmit simultaneously even if all of

The System Capacity VS. Node Density.

them use the same channel because they are likely to be out
of interference range of each other. Under these conditions,
the P OC mechanism cannot provide much improvement over
F OC. However, when the nodes density is high, resulting
in more link contentions, P OC mechanism can find much
better re-use of space and spectrum. Again, if the nodes
are distributed more evenly (leading to more uniform node
degrees), P OC performs better as previously observed.
In addition, when the node density is very low, F OC seems
to perform better than P OC because the GA performs fewer
iterations and has less chance of returning a good result.
V. C ONCLUSION
For 802.11 wireless networks, people tend to choose orthogonal channels to reduce interference, therefore F OC
mechanism is used to maintain connectivity in WMNs. In this
paper, we investigate its complement, P OC. P OC has the
potential of increasing capacity in WMNs by allowing more
links to transmit simultaneously.
The challenge in using P OC is the combination of channel
allocation and link scheduling. In general, making a tradeoff
between the simultaneous transmission and interference is
an NP-hard optimization problem. So we adopt heuristic
algorithms to search a sub-optimal solution. We divide the
original problem into two components and design algorithms
to solve them independently..
Since the traffic characteristics in multi-hop WMNs are
quite different to one-hop 802.11 network, we design our
algorithm to fulfil end-to-end flow transmission constraints by
considering different link requirements in the network. This
improves the system throughput to and from the Internet,
instead of the sum of link capacities in the WMNs.
In addition to the proposed algorithms, we also discuss some
other factors that influence the performance of P OC, such as
topology, node density, and node distribution. We find that
P OC works better in multi-hop wireless networks that are
symmetric, with a high density of evenly-distributed nodes.
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